SARCOGLYCANOPATHY - A RARE CASE REPORT AND LITERATURE REVIEW
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Abstract:
Sarcoalycanopathies are relatively rare progressive muscular dystrophies with autosomal recessive inheritance designated as α, β, γ, or δ sarcoglycanopathies which belong to the group of limb girdle muscular dystrophies and are caused by mutations in any of the four sarcoglycan genes: alpha (LGMD 2D), beta (LGMD 2E), gamma (LGMD 2C) and delta (LGMD 2F). The phenotype resembles dystrophinopathies due to proximal muscle weakness and calf hypertrophy. Reports from Bangladesh are scarce. We report a rare case of primary sarcoalycanopathy (SGP) which emphasizes the evolving concept of “dystrophinopathy to sarco-alycanopathy” and describe literature pertaining to this rare entity.
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Introduction:
Limb girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD) has long been a controversial entity.1,2 Limb girdle muscular dystrophies (LGMD) are genetically heterogeneous group of disorders, characterized clinically by predominant proximal muscle weakness of variable severity, elevated creatinine kinase levels and dystrophic changes on muscle biopsy.3 The dominant forms are generally milder and relatively rare, representing less than 10% of all LGMD. The autosomal recessive forms are more common, having a cumulative prevalence of 1: 15,000.4 The sarcoglycans are a group of 4 distinct integral membrane proteins, each from a distinct gene, that associate in a tetrameric complex, known as sarcoglycan complex. The complex is directly associated with dystroglycan and indirectly with dystrophin.5 There are four sarcoglycan genes and their corresponding proteins, namely α, β, γ, and δ. These are transmembrane glycoproteins and range in size from 35 to 50 KD. The α, β, γ, and δ sarcoglycan complex is muscle-specific, however, a fifth protein e-sarcoglycan replaces α-sarcoglycan in some non-striated muscle tissues. Mutations in any one of the genes except epsilon result in autosomal recessive limb girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD 2C-2F) which is clinically and pathologically indistinguishable from primary dystrophinopathies.6 The function of the sarcoglycan complex is not exactly known. However, they are thought to be involved in the stabilization of the membrane and signal transduction. Individually, these subtypes are difficult to distinguish and require immunocytochemistry, immunoblotting or molecular methods. Reports of these have appeared from European countries, Japan, United States and North America. Reports from the Indian subcontinent are scarce and recent7,8. Here, we reported and discussed the presentation of a case of primary beta-sarcoglycanopathy which is extremely rare.

Case summary:
This six and a half years old female child, normotensive, non-diabetic, born of non-consanguineous marriage, full term normal delivery, without perinatal hypoxia with normal developmental milestones presented with weakness and wasting of both Lower Limbs. Which was insidious in onset and gradually
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progressive. Predominant involvement was proximal than distal muscle group. She started having difficulty in walking first, then complained of frequent tripping on uneven surfaces and difficulty to get up from supine position. No history of slippage of chappals or foot drop. Patient is ambulatory without support. She also developed calf hypertrophy. No history of weakness in upper limbs, sphincteric involvement, sensory involvement, back or neck pain. Cranial nerves were normal. Prior fever, trauma, headache, loss of consciousness and seizures were absent. No significant family history. General examination revealed patient was ill looking, oriented, afebrile, pulse-86 beats/min, regular, all peripheral pulses present, Blood Pressure-110/70 mm of Hg. No clubbing, cyanosis, jaundice, edema, pallor or lymphadenopathy. Neurological examination revealed conscious, oriented and with normal speech, cranial nerves were intact including both fundi. Atrophy was present in quadriceps bilaterally. Bulk was also decreased in proximal lower limbs, calf, infra-spinatus, however, extensor digitorum brevis were hypertrophied. Tone was decreased in lower limbs. Power was 4/5 in lower limbs proximally and 5/5 distally, trunkal weakness was also present. Power of upper limbs was normal in proximally and distally. Deep tendon reflexes were normal, abdominal reflex present, Plantar reflex bilaterally flexor, all modalities of sensory functions were normal, cerebellar signs were normal, gait revealed toe walking present with hyperextension at knee and Gowers sign, Valley sign-positive. No signs of meningeal irritation. Cranium and spine were normal. Other systemic examination revealed no abnormality. The anatomical localization was either anterior horn cell (unlikely as the weakness and wasting was symmetrical and progressive without fasciculations), radicals (unlikely as there is no ridicular pain), nerves (may be present-flaccid quadriparesis with diminished jerks but then there is global weakness also involving distal extremity, normal NCV is also against it), or neuromuscular junction (unlikely with no diurnal variation), or myopathy (likely with insidious progression and symmetrical proximal involvement). The etiological possibilities that were kept Duchenne muscular dystrophy and LGMD based on the clinical pattern and raised CPK level and EMG findings. Investigations revealed Hb-12.1gm/dl, total count of WBC 8000/mm³, Neutrophil 70%, Lymphocyte 26%, Monocyte, Eosinophil & Basophil 3%) Platelets-normal, ESR-22 mm in the first hour. FBS-94.8 mg% Blood Urea/Serum Creatinine-18.5/0.69 mg%, serum Na/K-139.4/4.57 mEq/L, Bilirubin-0.44mg%, Total Protein-6.61 gm%, Albumin-4.11gm%, ALT/AST-120.07/42.2 U/L. HIV 1 & 2-non reactive. RA/ANA test-Negative, ECG-Normal, MRI of cervical spine & CT head- Normal, CPK-5934 IU, EMG/NCV-suggestive of myopathic pattern with normal NCS. Muscle biopsy revealed Paraffin and cryosections from skeletal muscle show partly effaced architecture. There is moderate degree of endo and perimysial fibrosis and adipose tissue infiltration. Myofibres are round, vary markedly in diameter with a few angulated atrophic fibres. Central nuclei, necrosis, amyophagocytosis and clusters of regenerating fibres are evident. One focus of perimysial perivascular inflammation is seen. Moth eaten/lobulated fibres are not observed. ATPase reveals type I and II atrophy. Focal type-II fibre grouping, while mosaic pattern is maintained in rest of the fascicle. Muscle

Fig.1. Photograph showing positivity for dystrophin (A, × 100), alpha-sarcoglycan (B, × 100), beta-sarcoglycan (C, × 100) and negative staining for gamma-sarcoglycan (D, × 100).
biopsy specimen for further molecular studies were sent and Immunostaining to sarcoglycans (á,â,ã,ä) shows total absence in all fibres. Dysferlin is preserved (Fig-1). Muscle biopsy specimen were sent for genetic analysis but report was not collected for financial constrain. DMD gene deletion studies using multiplex PCR were not contributory.

We concluded that this was a case of sarcoglycanopathy. Physiotherapy was started, calcium, vitamin-D and antioxidant supliment were given. She was on regular follow up.

**Discussion**

The prevalence of the autosomal recessive LGMD is estimated to be about 1 in 15,000⁴. Sarcoglycanopathies (SG) form an important subgroup which are distinct from dystrophinopathies (DP). The common feature of SG is preferential and early involvement of the lower girdle muscles, subsequent involvement of shoulder girdle with scapular winging. The distal group of muscles is either not affected or affected less (typically). There is usually no involvement of facial and ocular muscles. An early onset dystrophy or late onset LGMD should alert the clinician to induce appropriate studies of protein and DNA studies to diagnose a SG. The clinical spectrum can be heterogeneous with some cases having minimal muscle involvement revealed by increased CPK levels to some having a severe phenotype and being wheelchair bound by the second decade.

In contrast to DP, sarcoglycanopathies are characterized by the absence of mental retardation and overt cardiac involvement. The authors are unable to explain the speech delay in the present case. Since sarcoglycan is ubiquitous in its presence, being present in cardiac muscle as well, reports of cardiomyopathy and recurrent hemoglobinuria have appeared in literature?⁹,¹⁰ The first reported case of SG was a 3-year-old girl described by Bonnemann et al.¹¹.

Diagnosis is usually made by muscle biopsy with specific immunohistochemical staining with monoclonal antibodies to specific proteins. Testing for dystrophin gene or protein has become a part of the routine diagnostic evaluation of patients who present with proximal muscle weakness. In addition to dystrophin, dystrophin associated proteins like dystroglycan, sarcoglycan and synaptaphorin contribute to the membrane exoskeleton. Each of the sarcoglycan is a small transmembrane protein and can be identified on staining with antibodies directed against á,â,ã and á sarcoglycan. Mutations in a single sarcoglycan gene lead to destabilization of the entire sarcoglycan complex and secondary deficiency of other sarcoglycan protein. Since biopsy specimens from patients with dystrophinopathy reveal secondary deficiency of sarcoglycan proteins, testing for these sarcoglycan proteins is informative only if dystrophin is normal. Immunocytochemistry helps in delineating the type of SG¹².

Molecular studies, wherever available, help in confirming the diagnosis. For genetic study sample has been send but report is not collected for financial constrain. The initial mutation identified was a truncating mutation in the 43 kDa fraction in a sporadic case of LGMD2E¹³. Later missense mutations were identified in Indiana Amish pedigrees¹⁴,¹⁵. Most of the other mutations identified are missense, some are frame shift. Those with missense mutations present with a mild phenotype and those with frameshift with a severe phenotype. This suggests that the part of the gene in which the mutations are found (immediately behind the transmembrane domain) may be particularly sensitive to the effects of mutations which might affect the secondary structure of protein¹¹.

**Conclusion:**

Though sarcoglycanopathy is rare, it also should be suspected in a child with early childhood onset, proximal muscle weakness and calf hypertrophy, raised CPK and a myopathic pattern on the EMG. Haplotype analysis at autosomal recessive LGMD loci may be informative but immunocytochemistry using dystrophin and sarcoglycan antibodies usually establishes the diagnosis in the absence of molecular testing. Genetic counseling is important due to its amenability to prenatal diagnosis even though here positive family history was absent.
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